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ABSTRACT 
It is shown that the 2-modular eduction ~0 of the smallest nontrivial, rational, 
absolutely irreducible character X of Lyons' sporadic simple group Ly is irreducible. 
Furthermore, an explicit 45,694-dimensional irreducible matrix representation f Ly 
over the field GF(2) with two elements i given. The construction has been performed 
on a parallel computer of type IBM SP1 with i0 nodes. It uses the recent presentation 
of Ly as a permutation group on 9,606,125 points given by Cooperman, Finkelstein, 
Tselman, and York. © Elsevier Science Inc., 1997 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Lyons' simple group Ly has order ILyl = 28 x 37 x 56 x 7 x 11 x 31 x 
37 x 67. It was first constructed by Sims [6] as a permutation group on 
8,835,156 points. In their article [4] Meyer, Neutsch, and Parker write: "This 
representation is, because of its size, not very useful for calculating in the 
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group." Since 1985 computer technology has been improved. Using the IBM 
SP1, a parallel computer, it is now possible to work with such large permuta- 
tion representations. In this note we describe such an experiment. 
Recently, Cooperman, Finkelstein, Tselman, and York [2] have con- 
structed Lyons" simple group as a permutation group on 9,606,125 points 
using the permutation representation f Ly on the cosets of the normalizer 
C = ~Ly(3A)= 3McL:2  of an element 3A in the center of a Sylow 
3-subgroup of Ly. It is well known that C is a maximal subgroup of Ly. Its 
commutator subgroup C' has center Z(C') = (3A), and C'/Z(C')  is iso- 
morphic to McLaughlin's imple group McL. 
Using Cooperman, Finkelstein, Tselman, and York's construction [2], 
which has been performed on a medium-size workstation, we determine a
system of representatives of the five double cosets of C in Ly and the 
structure constants of the Hecke algebra H = Endae cy[(lc) Ly ] of the permu- 
tation module P~ = (1c) cy of Lyons" simple group on the maximal subgroup 
C over the integers 77; see Proposition 1. 
Clearly, H/2 H is the endomorphism ring of the permutation module 
P --- Pz ® GF(2) of C over the field GF(2) with two elements. By the Atlas 
[1, p. 174], the permutation character X of Pa~ has the decomposition 
x = ( x ,  + Xxl + x,5)  • ( x4 + x,2)  
into ordinary irreducible characters of Ly. The three characters in the first 
bracket belong to the principal 2-block B 0 = e 0 GF(2)Ly of Ly, and the two 
characters in the second bracket belong to the unique 2-block B = e GF(2)Ly 
with defect d(B) = 7. Therefore, the endomorphism ring E of the direct 
summand Pe of P belonging to the nonprincipal 2-block B has dimension 2
over GF(2). In Proposition 2 it is shown that E is a local ring with only one 
nonzero nilpotent endomorphism 774= 0 up to scalar multiples, and Pe is an 
indecomposable GF(2)Ly-module such that 
dim [~?(Pe)] ~< X4(1) = 45,694 
over GF(2). 
By means of an IBM SP1 parallel computer with 10 nodes of the 
computer center of the Gesellschaft iir Mathematik und Datenverarbeitung 
in Bonn-Birlinghoven, the first author has constructed 45,694 vectors in the 
GF(2)Ly-module V = r/(Pe) which are linearly independent over GF(2). The 
computational details are described in the third section. Together with the 
previous results, we are then able to prove the following. 
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THEOREM 4. Let P = ( lc)  Ly be the permutation module of Lyons" 
simple group Ly over GF(2) corresponding to its maximal subgroup C = 
3 McL:2, and let e be the block idempotent of the unique 2-block B = 
e GF(2)Ly with defect d(B) = 7. Then Pe is an indecomposable GF(2)Ly- 
module containing a simple self-dual submodule V = 71( Pe) with dimension 
dim(V) = 45,694 
over GF(2). 
The following corollary is an immediate consequence of Theorem 4. 
COROLLARY 5. Let dx~ be the decomposition number of the ordinary 
character A = )(4 of degree )(4(1) = 45,694 with respect o the irreducible 
2-modular character ~ corresponding to the simple GF(2)Ly-rrugdule rl(Pe). 
Then da~ = 1, and dA¢, = 0 for all other irreducible 2-modular characters 
~' of Ly. 
Lifting the GF(2)-basis of V = 71(Pc) to the integral representation 
Pz ® T~, we obtain in Theorem 6 an explicit rational absolutely irreducible 
representation f Ly into GL(45,694, Q), where Q is the field of rational 
numbers and T = {a/b ~ Q I (2, b) = 1}. By the Atlas [1, p. 175], this is the 
minimal nontrivial, absolutely irreducible representation of Lyons' simple 
group Ly over Q. 
Using the irreducible 2-modular representation f Lyons' simple group Ly 
given in Theorem 4, the 45,694 × 45,694 matrices over GF(2) of the two 
generators a and b of Ly with orders o(a) = 2 and o(b) = 67 have been 
constructed as well. Each of these two matrices needs about 260 MByte of 
storage. 
Concerning notation and terminology we refer to the Atlas [1] and 
Landrock's book [3]. 
2. THE HECKE ALGEBRA OF THE PERMUTATION 
REPRESENTATION Pe = ( lc)  Ly 
Let 3 A be an element in the center of a Sylow 3-subgroup of Lyons" 
simple group Ly. Then its normalizer C = t~Ly(3A) = 3 McL : 2 is a maximal 
subgroup of Ly; see e.g. Wilson [7]. Its integral permutation module Pz = 
( lc)  Ly has been constructed by G. Cooperman, L. Finkelstein, M. Tselman, 
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and B. York [2]. Using this permutation representation f rank 5, which is 
available from the authors, we obtain the following result: 
PROPOSITION 1. 
(a) Lyons" simple group Ly can be generated by two elements a and b 
with orders 2 and 67, respectively. 
(b) The normalizer C = ~dLy(3A) is generated by the elements 
c I = ab- lab -eab  3ab-rab-eab-Sa,  
c 2 = bZ~ab-3ab-lab 4ab-2ab-4ab-6ab-2a.  
A central element of  order 3 in C'  is given by z = (c12c4) 7 with z C' = z -1 = 
~c2 
(c) There are five double cosets CxiC in Ly with representatives x t = 1, 
x 2 = b, x 3 = b 2, x 4 = b 4, and x5 = b2ab3ababab4abababSab. 
(d) The Hecke algebra EndzLy[(lc )Ly ] is isomorphic to the algebra H 
generated by the foUowingfive 5 × 5 integral matrices: 
[i°°°01 1 0 0 O0 DI= 0 1 0 0 , 0 0 1 0 0 0 
10 0 0] 
53 00 38,985 29,225 29,220 19,440 
D 2 --- 392,784 400,250 400,320 408,240 , 
102,270 104,250 104,190 105,705 
560 875 870 1,215 
V 3 
0 0 1 0 0 
0 392,784 400,250 400,320 408,240 
7,185,024 5,379,360 5,373,398 5,375,520 5,365,440 
0 1,401,120 1,399,875 1,397,664 1,399,680 
0 11,760 11,500 11,520 11,664 
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D~ = 
0 0 0 1 0 
0 •02,270 104,250 104,190 105,705 
0 1,401,120 1,399,875 1,397,664 1,399,680 
1,871,100 364,665 363,975 366,255 363,285 
0 3,045 3,000 2,990 2,430 
D 5 
0 0 0 0 1 ] J 0 560 875 870 1,215 0 11,760 11,500 11,520 11,664 • 0 3,045 3,000 2,990 2,430 
15,400 35 25 20 90 
(e) The generators D~, 1 <<, i <~ 5, of H satisfy the following relations: 
5 
D, x pj  = E ~j,k Dk, 
k=l  
where ~j,'tu)k is the (j, k )-entry of the matrix D i. 
Proof. (a): In [4] Meyer, Neutsch, and Parker have given three genera- 
tors of Ly. Using suitable products in these generators, Cooperman, Finkel- 
stein, Tselman, and York [2] have stated that Ly is generated by an element a
of order 2 and an element b of order 67. The corresponding permutations on 
9,606,125 points have been documented. 
(b): Using this permutation representation [2] of Ly, it is easily checked 
that the stated elements c1 and c 2 belong to the stabilizer C of the point 0. 
Moreover, we can use them to compute the five orbits of C on the 9,606,125 
points. Using the action of c i and c 2 on the orbit of 15,400 points, a 
standalone base and strong generating set program proves that these re- 
stricted permutations generate a group of order 1C1/3. In view of the fact 
that the element z = (c12c4) 7 fixes the whole orbit of length 15,400 and 
hence lies in the kernel of this small permutation representation, it follows 
that C is generated by the elements cI and c 2. 
(c): Using representatives of the five orbits found in (b), the stated ouble 
coset representatives can be determined easily. 
(d): To compute the multiplication table of the Hecke algebra H = 
EndzLy[(lc)LY], let 121 . . . . .  125 be the five orbits of C on the 9,606,125 
points. Then the (j, k)-entry d~')k of the matrix D, just counts the number of 
elements in l-I i that are mapped into 12j under the action of the double coset 
representative x k. Thus dJ~)k = 112~k ¢q 12jl. Hence the computation reduces 
to an easy counting procedure. • 
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REMARK. The computation for parts (b)-(d) took about 35 CPU minutes 
on an IBM-RS 6000-560. 
Before we can state the essential application of Proposition 1, the 
following definitions and notation are necessary. 
Let p > 0 be a prime number dividing the order IGI of the finite group 
G. Let (F, R, S) be a splitting p-modular system for G in the sense of [3, p. 
47]. Then R is a complete discrete rank-one valuation ring with quotient field 
S and residue class field F = R/max(R).  An FG-module M is called liftable 
if there is an RG lattice 2~ such that M ~ M ~ F. A liftable FG-module M 
has a liftable endomorphism ring E = Endec(M) if /~ = EntiRe(M) re- 
duces to/~ ~ F --- E modulo the maximal ideal max(R) of the valuation ring 
R. Since R is complete with respect to the max(R)-adic topology, each 
idempotent a = a 2 ~ 0 of the group algebra FG can be lifted to an idempo- 
tent a = ~2 ~ 0 of the group ring RG. 
In the following results we need the local subring T = {a/b ~ Q <~ S I 
(2, b) = 1} of R. Then T/max(T)  = GF(2). 
PROPOSITION 2. Keeping the notation of Proposition 1, the following 
assertions hold: 
(a) The 5-dimensional GF(2)-algebra H = H /2  H is a direct sum of three 
commutative local rings, of which one is one-dimensional, and the other two 
are two-dimensional. 
(b) I f  P = Pz ~r GF(2), and e is the block idempotent of the unique 
2-block B of Ly with defect d( B ) = 7, then the direct summand ee ore has a 
two-dimensional local endomorphism ring E = EndGFCZ~Lv(Pe). 
(c) Pe is an indecomposable, self-dual, liftable GF(2)Ly-module with a 
liftable endomorphism ring E = EndcF¢2~Ly(Pe). 
(d) E has only one nilpotent endomorphism 77 ~ 0 (up to scalar multi- 
ples). 
(e) dimGF¢2)['q(ee)] ~< )(4(1) = 45,694. 
(f) I f  dimcFt2)[~?(ee)] = X4(1), then V = ~?(Pe) is a self-dual GF(2)Ly- 
module with dim GF~z~[EndG~2~Ly(V)] = 1. 
Proof. (a): By Theorem 12.4 of Landrock [3, p. 174], the endomorphism 
ring H = EndGr¢2~Ly(P)is liftable, and H --- H /2H.  By the Atlas [1, p. 174], 
the permutation character X belonging to P~ is the sum of five nonequiva- 
lent irreducible characters, three of which belong to the principal 2-block Bo, 
and the remaining two to the unique 2-block B = e GF(2)Ly of defect 
d(B) = 7. Since the Sylow 2-subgroup Q of Ly is contained in C (up to 
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conjugation in Ly), it follows that the trivial representation GF(2) of Ly is a 
direct summand of the permutation module P. It belongs to the principal 
block B 0 = e 0 GF(2)Ly. Therefore 
EndGF(2)Ly (Peo) -- GF(2) $ L, 
where L is a two-dimensional ring. Also the ring E = EndcF(2)Ly(Pe) is 
two-dimensional. Therefore, L and E are local rings if there are two linearly 
independent ilpotent elements r ,  ~7 in H = H/2  H. 
Now by Proposition 1 the generator D3 of H reduces mod 2 to the matrix 
D3= 
0 0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
Certainly, (D3) 2 = 0. Another application of Proposition 1 yields that 
0 1 1 0 
0 1 1 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 
0 0 1 0 
i/1 0 0  0 
0 
0 
oo1 o 
1 0 0 1 
0 0 0 
1 1 0 
1 0 0 
0 1 0 0 1 
0 1 0 0 1 
= 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 1 
0 1 0 0 1 
As (~)2 = 0, and )V and D3 are linearly independent, i  follows that (a) and 
(b) hold. 
(c): As E = Endcv(2)Ly(Pe) is a local ring, Pe is an indecomposable 
module. Since each permutation module is self-dual and liftable, and B = 
e GF(2)Ly is the unique 2-block of Ly with defect d(B)  = 7, the direct 
summand Pe is also self-dual and liftable. I~t ~ be the block idempotent of 
the group ring T Ly, and /;~ = Pz~. Then EndrLy(/3~)= ~H, and E = 
Endcv(2)Ly(Pe) = ~H ¢~T GF(2) = ell. Since H is liftable, it follows that the 
endomorphism ring E of Pe is liftable. 
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(d): Since Pe is an indecomposable GF(2)Ly-module, its endomorphism 
ring E is a local ring. Let J (E)  be its Jacobson radical. Then dim [J(E)] = 1, 
because dim (E) = 2. Thus J (E)  = GF(2)r /4:0 for some nilpotent endo- 
morphism r/. 
(e): As mentioned in the introduction, the two irreducible constituents )(4 
and X12 of the permutation character X of P~ belonging to the 2-block B 
are rational. Hence P~ ®r Q = LI ~ L2, where the QG-modules L i are 
simple with dimensions dimQ(L 1) = 2(4(1) and dim(~(L 2) = X12(1). Let 
V i = L i N/3~ for i = 1,2. Then each V i is an T~pure submodule of P~ by 
Theorem 17.3 of [3, p. 73]. In particular, V~ = V~ ~r GF(2) has dimension 
dim(V 1) = )(4(1) over GF(2). By (c) and (d) we may assume that there is an 
¢?~H = End~Ly(/~) such that ~/(y~)~<L 1 and ~/~r 1--- r /~H ~r 
GF(2) = E = EndGv(2)Ly(Pe). As ~(P~) is a torsion free T Ly-module, it 
follows that 
v = n(ee)  = Gv(2)  L1 cv(2)  = v l .  
Therefore (e) holds. 
(O: As )(4 is a rational irreducible character, L 1 and V1 are self-dual 
modules. Therefore V 1 = V1 ®~ GF(2) is a self-dual GF(2)Ly-module. If 
dimGF(2)[*/(Pe)] = X4(1) = dim(;v(2)(Vl), then also V = ~(Pe) = V 1 is self- 
dual. Furthermore, every endomorphism ot ~ Endc~(2)Ly(V) extends to an 
endomorphism 5 = a~7 ~ Endcr(2)(Pe). As ~/ is nilpotent, it follows from 
(d) that 5 = f~? for some scalar f .  In particular, dim c~(2 ) [End(V)] = 1. This 
completes the proof. • 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 4 AND NOTES ON THE 
IMPLEMENTATION 
In this section the proof of Theorem 4 is given. It is based on the 
following lemma, which asserts that the hypothesis of statement (f) of 
Proposition 2 is satisfied. Its proof is given by an extensive computation done 
on a parallel computer of type IBM SP1 with 10 nodes. The documentation 
of the computational results is also described in this section. 
LEMMA 3. Keeping the notation of Proposition 2, the following asser- 
tions hold: 
(a)  d imav(2) [ r / (Pe) ]  = )(4(1) = 45,694.  
(b) V = 77(Pe) is a self-dual GF(2)Ly-module with 
dimc~-(z)[Endr.F(2)Ly(V)] = 1. 
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Proof. Certainly (b) follows from (a) by Proposition 2(0. In order to 
show (a) by Proposition 2(e) it suffices to construct 45,694 linearly indepen- 
dent vectors in the GF(2)Ly-module V = rl(Pe). For that we have to 
construct he nilpotent endomorphism 0 v~ r /~  E = Endcv(~)Ly(Pe) expli- 
citly. The idempotent of the Hecke algebra H = End z Ly(l~ y) corresponding 
to the 45,694-dimensional ordinary character )(4 is given by 
1 
388,500 
1,848 
18,711,000 
X - 14,370,048 
-3,742,200 
-600,600 
35 -2  -2  -39  ] 
354,375 -20,250 -20,250 -394,875 / 
-272,160 15,552 15,552 303,264 | ,  
- 70,785 4,050 4,050 78,975 [ 
- 11,375 650 650 12,675 J 
as is seen by Proposition II.12.11 of Landrock [3, pp. 180, 187]. Reducing the 
5 x 5 matrix 388,500/modulo 2, we get the matrix 
i 1 0 0 
0 0 0 
1 0 0 
1 0 0 
1 
1 
0 , 
1 
1 
as is stated in the proof of Proposition 2. I t  corresponds to the nilpotent 
endomorphism 0 ~ r /~  Endcv(2)Ly(Pe). Let A be the 9,606125 × 9,606,125 
matrix over GF(2) belonging to ~7. Then it suffices to show that 45,694 rows 
of A are linearly independent over GF(2). 
In the beginning, we only know the first row of A, so we have to compute 
all the other rows one at a time. Since we are not able to work with the full 
matrix of size 9,606,125 × 9,606,125, we decide to take only a certain 
number of columns, say the first 50,000. This seems to be large enough to 
find the at most 45,694 linearly independent rows, and it turns out to be that 
way. Now we have to compute nough different rows to get the dimension of 
the row space. This can be done by successive multiplication of known rows 
with permutations in Ly. But remember that we need the full rows for this, 
and such a row takes 1.2 MByte of storage space even over GF(2). On the 
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other hand, we are only interested in the first 50,000 columns, so the 
problem is to construct new rows without storing too many old and full rows. 
This is done by running through the words 
a ~, biabJabka'~, 
where e~ ~ {0, 1}, 1 ~< i, j, k <~ 67. Using these words, only two rows have to 
be stored in full, one for each choice of e 1, together with a third full row for 
the actual computation. Running through this list is done by successively 
multiplying the initial words baba and ababa by b. If k = 67, a multiplica- 
tion by aba increases the exponent j of the above word, since o(a) = 2. 
Using the same trick, increase i whenever necessary. This idea is due to 
R. Staszewski. 
By using different initial values for i for different nodes of the parallel 
machine IBM SP1, one can easily constnxct the rows in parallel. Here one of 
the nodes is used as a master to control the process and to look for 
duplication of rows produced by different nodes. Stopping with 50,000 rows, 
this gives a matrix of size 50,000 × 50,000, which is part of the whole 
endomorphism, and takes about 312 MByte of storage. Now, clearly the rank 
of this matrix is no larger than the rank of the whole endomorphism. Hence 
we get a lower bound for the dimension of the image V = rl(Pe). 
Using a parallel rank and echelon program, a computation on an IBM SP1 
gives this rank as 45,694. Therefore the GF(2)Ly-module V = ~(Pe) has 
dim cv~2)(V) = )(4(1). This completes the proof. • 
REMARK. Most of the CPU time needed in the proof is used for the 
construction of the 50,000 rows, which took about 30 CPU hours on 8 nodes 
of the SP1; the computation of the rank is fast compared to this, taking less 
than 250 minutes on 8 nodes. 
Proof of Theorem 4. Let V = rl(Pe) be the indecomposable, self-dual 
GF(2)Ly-module constructed in Proposition 2 and Lemma 3. Then 
dim c~2~[Endcv~2~Ly(V )] = 1 by Lemma 3(b). 
Suppose that V is not simple. I~t T = v /v J  be the head and U = soc(V) 
be the socle of V, where J denotes the Jacobson radical of the group algebra 
GF(2)Ly. Then U---T* by Lemma 8.4 of [3, p. 27]. Since V has a 
one-dimensional endomorphism ring, there is no common composition factor 
of T and U. 
In order to find a contradiction to our supposition we restrict the 
GF(2)Ly-module V to the maximal subgroups C = NLy(3 A) = 3 McL : 2 and 
D = G2(5) of Lyons' simple group Ly. 
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Using the computer algebra system GAP [5] and the character tables 
included there, we can compute the restrictions of the character of V to C 
and D. Furthermore we can work out the decomposition of these restrictions 
as 2e-linear combinations of the 2-modular irreducible characters of C and D. 
Looking only at the degrees, we get the following two decompositions: 
V$c  =6"1+3"22+4"230+2"1496+ 1"4248+2"3584 
+ 2" 3960 + 1 * 6246 + 1 * 16128, 
V SD = 2 .1  + 2 .124 + 1.280 + 2*650 + 1.1084 + 1.1240 
+ 3 .  2604 + 2.10416 + 1 * 12896. 
Since T and U are dual modules having no common constituents, it
follows that each degree that occurs in the restriction of U to the maximal 
subgroups C and D must occur as well in the restriction of T. This reduces 
the degree decompositions for the restriction of U to the maximal subgroups 
to the following maximal possibilities: 
U~, c <~3.1+ 1,22+2.230+ 1 .1496+ 1 .3584+ 1.3960, 
US D ~< 1 ,1  + 1,124 + 1.650 + 1.2604 + 1.10416. 
Certainly, 10,416 is larger than the sum of all possible degrees occurring 
in U ~c. So it is not contained in U 4o.  Continuing the same argument, it
follows easily that dim(U) = 1. Hence U equals the trivial module. But this is 
impossible, since U = soc(V), and V does not lie in the principal block. 
Hence V is irreducible, as claimed, and Theorem 4 is proved. • 
REMARK. To compute representing matrices for the generators a and b 
of Lyons' simple group Ly with respect o its irreducible GF(2)Ly-module 
V = "rl(Pe), we need the action of these permutations on a basis of the 
invariant subspace V = rl(Pe) generated above. Therefore, we cannot work 
with the echelonized basis from the row echelon program, because that 
would require the knowledge of the full rows to compute an image. But the 
efficient construction of the rows above enables us at least to find the images 
for each row under a, since the involution just permutes the rows in a 
controlled way. To write down a basis, the only thing we need from the 
echelon program is the indices of the linearly independent rows. 
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In [2] the 9,606,125 points have been renumbered by Cooperman, 
Finkelstein, Tselman, and York so that the second generator b is a product of 
cycles of length 67 of the form (r, r + 1 . . . . .  r + 66) with r = 0, 67, 134, -- ' .  
Therefore, we can write down the action of b even on a shortened vector 
without knowing all entries. So we can construct he images for all basis 
vectors under a and b; what remains is the decomposition of these images as 
linear combinations of the basis vectors which is comparable to another 
echelon form. 
One full 45,694 × 45,694 matrix over GF(2) needs about 260 Mbyte of 
storage. But, since a is permuting the basis vectors, and b permutes half of 
them, up to linear dependence, a lot of rows in the representing matrices will 
contain exactly one nonzero entry. This observation has been used to store 
the representing matrices in a more compact way. They can be obtained from 
the first author by e-mail. 
4. CONSTRUCTION OF THE MINIMAL ABSOLUTELY 
IRREDUCIBLE RATIONAL REPRESENTATION OF Ly 
By means of Theorem 4 and the explicit GF(2) vector-space basis of 
soc(Pe) it is possible to construct a vector space basis of the minimal 
absolutely irreducible rational representation 
p: Ly ~ GL(45694, Q) 
of Lyons' simple group. 
THEOREM 6. Let 7r : Ly ~ Pe = (lc)Ly be the permutation representa- 
tion of Ly with respect o the normalizer C = NLy(3A) = 3 McL : 2. Let A 
be the 9,606,125 x 9,606,125 rational matrix corresponding to the idem- 
potent 
1 
I~ -  - -  
388,500 
1,848 35 - 2 - 2 - 39 
18,711,000 354,375 - 20,250 - 20,250 - 394,875 
X - 14,370,048 -272,160 15,552 15,552 303,264 
- 3,742,200 - 70,875 4,050 4,050 78,975 
- 600,600 - 11,375 650 650 12,675 
of the Hecke algebra H¢~ = End~ Ly(P~ @T Q)" Let B = e GF(2)Ly be the 
unique 2-block of Ly with defect d (B)= 7, and let {gj ~ Lyl 1 < j  ~< 
45,694} be the group elements constructed in Section 3 with the property that 
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{~7r(gj) I 1 ~<j ~< 45,694} is a vector-space basis of the simple GF(2)Ly- 
module V = ~l(Pe). Then {Azr(gj)'l 1 ~<j ~< 45,694} is a basis of the simple 
Q Ly-module L = A,rr(Q Ly). 
Proof. As is shown in Section 4, the matrix A is the 2-modular reduction 
of the 9,606,125 × 9,606,125 matrix A corresponding to the endomorphism 
N = 388,5001 ~ H = End~ Ly(Pz). Since by Theorem_ 4 ~ generates a sim- 
ple GF(2)Ly-module with vector-space basis {Azr(gj) I 1 ~<j ~< 45,694} over 
GF(2), the claim follows. • 
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